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As she watched all this happening in front of her, Ava shook in awe, turning completely pale from the 

sudden change in her surroundings. 

One moment she was happy, almost reaching an orgasm. Still, in the blink of an eye, there was a corpse 

in that room while her partner cried in despair, already crippled, at the feet of the enemy. 

In a single instant, the promising crown prince, who would be her chance for success, had fallen from 

one of the highest positions in the region to rock bottom! 

It was an absurd situation, and she could not help but feel as if this was all one big nightmare. 

'Why is all this happening? Why has Charles been crippled?' She wondered in silence as she looked at 

Minos' smile while he stared at that person at his feet. 

But it did not take long for her to notice that her situation was not the best either... Unfortunately, in 

that instant, her mate appealed to her instead of just staying silent and going on with his tragic fate 

alone, without putting her at risk. 

"Ava..." Charles said in a hoarse tone, very weak due to what Minos had just done to him. "He... Help 

me..." 

But any request for help was futile. 

Hearing that, Minos looked at the naked woman, who was only protecting her intimate areas with her 

hands. 

"Do you want to help him, Ava?" Minos asked with a smile on his face as he looked at such a person. 

As she trembled with fear, not daring to look at Minos, this young man remembered something. 'Her 

name is Ava...' 

'Hmm, I think I've heard that name before...' He pondered this until he finally remembered a 

conversation he had with Peter before this soldier joined the Black Plain Army. 

'So, that's her...'pᴀɴᴅᴀ-ɴᴏᴠᴇʟ.ᴄᴏᴍ 

He then looked more intensely at that woman, feeling that none of this had anything to do with him. 

Yet, he could not help but wonder if Peter would feel somehow betrayed if he discovered this. 

Peter and Ava were just friends before, but Charles had thought that they would become more than 

that if they had had the opportunity to spend more time together. 

However, even without having a relationship, would it be wrong for Peter to think that she had betrayed 

him by associating with Charles in this way? 

After all, such a prince was the person who had tried to ruin her friend's life! 



Was it OK for her to sleep with such a person? Would Peter find all this OK? 

Minos did not know how that soldier would feel about it. But, he would consider it a big betrayal if he 

were in Peter's place. 

Because of that, he could not help but look at that woman and think that maybe she was to blame for 

everything that had happened to Peter. 'Didn't she manipulate both sides to improve her chances of 

success?' 

'Maybe subconsciously, she wanted to become a queen and made the most radical move to provoke 

some feeling in this fool?' He wondered as he looked at Charles. 

He then shook his head from side to side, putting that subject aside. 'Well, never mind.' 

'This woman has no way of affecting my plans here, so I'll leave it to Peter to deal with her himself if he 

so prefers.' 

He then said. "Well, worm, come on. Time for some more of your family to join your father!" 

"Noooooo!" pᴀɴᴅᴀ ɴoᴠᴇʟ 

"Ava!" 

"Ava! Help me!" 

"Call someone!" 

"AVAAAAAAAA!" Charles shouted amidst his tears as Minos dragged him through that place, heading 

towards his next stop. 

'Let's see...' 

'Hmm, I guess you are next!' He thought about it after looking in the direction of some of the strongest 

auras in that palace. 

But he was not yet heading towards his main enemy in that location. 

In any case, he quickly left that residence at high speed, disappearing from the sight of that naked 

woman. 

Upon realizing this, Ava finally stopped looking at the hole in the wall of that room while crying gallons 

of tears. 

"Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh!" She screamed with all the strength of her being, alerting other people in the 

vicinity there. 

"Damn it!" 

"I've lost everything I've built so far!" ρꪖꪖᦔꪖꪖꪖꪖꪖꪖ 

... 

While Ava was crying over her losses and sensed the terrible feeling that comes with a near-death 

experience, Minos hurried to another building, his next stop after Charles' house. 



And while that royal heir was suffering from being dragged along by Minos, that sovereign finally came 

upon the door of the residence he was about to enter. 

In that place, two Spiritual Kings were sitting on watch, one inside and one outside the residence. 

Sensing this, he smiled and looked at Charles before finally keeping his sword in his spatial ring and then 

throwing this young man against the door of that place! 

"Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh!" 

But such a move had not been abrupt to the point of endangering Charles' life. No, Minos had used only 

the force necessary for that person to get through that door and feel a little more pain. 

At the same time, he wanted to enter that place with style, showing everyone there that he was not to 

be trifled with! 

Boom! 

So, within a few seconds, Charles' body had passed Minos' target, successfully entering that residence. 

"What?" 

"Your Highness?" The royal guards in that place paled in fear as they saw who had just been thrown 

against that place. 

But quickly watching that young man, they felt even worse as they realized Charles' situation. 

"He..." 

"He's crippled!" One of the two said without understanding how or why this was happening. 

However, before they had a chance to speak further, the people in that residence, the widows of 

William Walker, arrived at that entrance hallway where Charles had fallen. 

"What's going on?" One of the youngest of them asked this, not understanding whether this was a prank 

or something serious. 

But seeing the situation of that young man and looking at the hole in that door, the queen, Wilfred's 

mother, frowned, feeling a terrible foreboding. 

"Get ready to fight!" She said quickly, already getting into a fighting stance, ready to fight the one 

responsible for this. 

On the other hand, when Carles' mother saw the situation of her beloved son, she trembled in anger 

while tears flowed from her eyes. 

"Ahhhh! Who did this? Come out!" She screamed with all her might as she hugged that young man who 

had been thrown earlier. 

And with all this commotion, it was not long before Wilfred also appeared in that place, curious about 

what was going on. 



"Charles?" He wondered aloud, surprised that such a thing would happen while everyone was gathering 

for his father's farewell ceremony. 

Gulp! 

'What's going on? Who destroyed his spiritual cultivation?' 

'Was it Blake?' He tried to make sense of it in shock. 

Wilfred did not like Charles. But he had already given up the competition for the throne, and he could 

not help but feel strange that something like that was happening right before his father's funeral. 

After all, everyone was there for William's farewell, and he had not thought for a moment that a 

disaster would happen just now. 

To make matters worse, all this was happening within their headquarters! 

Hence, he was genuinely shocked, already feeling bad about it all. 

"Well, if everyone is already here, we can talk a little bit..." Minos' voice sounded through that place as 

he walked calmly through the destroyed entrance door. 

Meanwhile, he was carrying his dark red-bladed sword in one of his hands, with it parallel to his body, 

pointing downward. 

And as he finally reached a point where he could see all those people, five women, and three men, 

besides Charles, Minos smiled, scaring those people. 

Not because he had a strange appearance or anything. He had not. In fact, his appearance was very 

pleasing to the eye, and his smile was the kind that would bring people around him and grant him the 

benefit of the doubt. 

What was frightening was the fact that he invaded this place while walking peacefully, laughing as if he 

had just seen his favorite people. 

Gulp! 

One of those two royal guards swallowed his saliva in fear, soon after realizing that he could not 

underestimate that young man. After all, not many people could use high-level grade-2 artifacts so 

smoothly. 

He and everyone else there then heard young Stuart's voice once again. "My name is Minos Stuart, and 

today I will change everything in this kingdom!" 

... 

 


